Abstract-Information centric networking (ICN) architectures represent a conceptual shift from naming end-hosts in the Internet to naming content directly, and require either significant changes to the existing IP infrastructure or replacing it entirely. We present iDNS (information-centric DNS), an evolutionary path towards deploying ICN at Internet scale based on modifications to the DNS that leave the current routing infrastructure unmodified. We build and evaluate an iDNS prototype, and use it to show that iDNS achieves the benefits associated with ICN (i.e. locationindependent naming, nearest-replica-routing) in a manner that both leverages current infrastructure, including content delivery protocols and caches, and supports future evolution towards other network-layer ICN architectures.
I. MOTIVATION AND INTRODUCTION
Internet communication has shifted primarily to content distribution. Internet content continues to grow exponentially, and a large portion of this content is user-generated, to be shared with other users. This shift has prompted a substantial research effort directed towards Information-Centric Networking (ICN). This body of work [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] proposes a "clean slate" redesign of the Internet architecture, shifting the focus from addressing hosts to denoting content in the form of named-data objects (NDOs). Although this shift to addressing content directly can provide many performance benefits in the future, the need to replace today's TCP/IP stack and routing infrastructure constitutes a significant obstacle to the adoption and deployment of ICN, given the ubiquity of IP routers and switches. Moreover, many open questions remain regarding naming, caching, routing, security, discovery, and scalability that must be solved before any one proposal is mature enough to be deployed at Internet scale.
Independently of the ICN clean-slate research thrust, significant changes and improvements have been made to Web technologies over the last decade in order to better support content distribution. These technologies (e.g., Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), caches, and proxies) were designed to alleviate some of the problems associated with content distribution and dissemination; however, they have evolved in a very ad-hoc, disjointed manner.
We believe that the Domain Name System (DNS) is the right place to develop and deploy Internet-scale ICN without requiring changes to the current routing infrastructure. On the one hand, the DNS is a primary barrier towards a more information-centric Internet because the current approach of mapping domain names to host addresses implicitly encodes location information. On the other hand, the DNS is one of the few core components of today's Internet suite that can be extended without any impact to the underlying routing infrastructure, and without significant difficulty, given that intermediate DNS servers must forward record queries and responses even if they do not recognize the record type.
This paper describes how to achieve information-centricity in the Internet by extending the DNS to store content names in addition to hostnames, and adapting existing content-delivery protocols or developing new applications to take advantage of these new records. Extending the DNS and accompanying protocols in this manner takes full advantage of the existing Internet routing infrastructure and core DNS servers, and can be easily deployed from the edge in an "opt-in" fashion.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides an overview of related work in ICN and Web technologies. Section III describes our proposed changes to the DNS, which we call information-centric DNS (iDNS). Section IV describes proposed changes to content-delivery protocols to take advantage of iDNS. Section V provides a qualitative analysis of iDNS compared to other ICN systems while Section VI analyzes the scalability of iDNS. Section VII provides experimental results obtained with a prototype implementation of iDNS, and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. Information Centric Networking
The various ICN proposals generally share a common set of benefits, namely: persistent and unique naming of data, efficient content-distribution, secure content provenance and authentication, and better support for network mobility, disruption, and multihoming. By the same token, ICN proposals also share a number of characteristics, including: routing based on content names, divorcing content names from location, ubiquitous content-caching at intermediate routers, and nearestreplica-routing [5] , [6] .
Distinguishing between the common benefits of ICN proposals and their common characteristics is crucial to our work, because the architecture we propose is a departure from prior ICN proposals. Some of our design decisions, such as preserving IP routing, conflict with the characteristics of prior work. However, we argue that this is acceptable because 2 the goals of information-centricity lie in the set of benefits attained, not in the methods by which they are attained. Thus, for the remainder of this document we focus on the aforementioned set of ICN benefits, rather than characteristics.
B. Efficient Content Distribution in the Web
Several Web technologies today (e.g., CDNs and caches) have evolved to help scale content distribution. Though these technologies are not information-centric, they implicitly support location-independent naming in that they serve the same data object from several locations. In this vein, HTTP itself can be considered to be information-centric in that URLs name a piece of content [8] . However, the host-name component of a URL is bound to a location in the network. Using the host name in a URL literally inhibits true location-independent naming, and is a significant obstacle in adapting these technologies to be more fully information-centric.
Directing clients to other hosts (such as CDNs or mirrors) requires DNS redirection accomplished by changing the hostname (and by extension the URL), thereby fragmenting the namespace and encoding location-dependence into a content name. Fragmenting the namespace in this manner reduces the effectiveness of content caches, because a cache has no way of identifying that a particular piece of content is duplicated across multiple URLs. Additionally, given that HTTP requests are sent directly to the IP address of a host, local caches must be placed directly along the network path and sniff all HTTP headers to provide any benefit. Qualitatively, this design forces a fundamental tradeoff between persistent content-naming and efficient content distribution. Moreover, Web technologies focus almost exclusively on these two points, and provide no mechanisms for content security (aside from securing the connection between two hosts) or support for client mobility.
III. IDNS AND THE CONTENT RECORD
Our approach, which we call the Information-Centric DNS (iDNS), extends the DNS to denote content in addition to hosts, and adapts content delivery protocols to reflect this change. Such a shift clearly achieves location-independent content naming and resolves the core of the problem described in Section II-B. However, we show that this shift also achieves the other ICN benefits detailed in Section II-A.
At the core of iDNS is a Content Record (CR), which is a new type of DNS resource record that refers to a particular NDO or name prefix. Clients desiring an NDO or name prefix must first resolve the corresponding CR through the DNS, which contains the address of one or more servers hosting the content along with protocol-specific metadata necessary to fetch the content and verify its authenticity.
The CR format is illustrated in Figure 1 and contains, in addition to the standard DNS resource record fields, a field stating whether the content can be cached, fields for object and record security, a field identifying the content delivery protocol and any protocol-specific values, and a list of one or more addresses where the content can be found. The addresses are included in the response as individual DNS A{AAA} Records.
These addresses are not necessarily those of the publisher or origin, but could potentially be a CDN node, alternate mirrors, or even a nearby cache.
A. Object and Record Security
The object security field in a CR can take several forms. One example is a hash value calculated over the content. Another is the public-key of the publisher, used by the client to verify a signature provided with the content object. The CR object security field enables the content record to secure the content object. However, for such a scheme to work, the CR itself must be secured. Given that the CR is just another type of DNS record, the CR may be secured through any one of several existing security approaches proposed to date, such as DNSSEC [9] .
The process of creating a new CR must also be secured, and potentially on a much finer-grain basis than the DNS is today. For example, only Spencer should be allowed to publish CRs under the prefix /parc/videos/spencer, and only Priya under the prefix /parc/videos/priya. This fine-grained security can be accomplished through any of the current access-control techniques used by content servers supporting multiple publishers today, such as HTTP and FTP servers. These servers can provide each registered user with their own directory, typically protected by a username and password, which corresponds to a particular prefix or subtree. Given that a particular DNS zone manages the records under the zone, different domains may handle security, registration, and scalability differently without heavily impacting the DNS itself.
B. Address Record Selection
When a client successfully resolves an iDNS query for an NDO, it receives the CR and one or more address records. In the event that the client receives several address records, it must assume that the records have been ranked by the DNS for locality, availability, or some other metric, and thus should request the NDO from the first address first. Policies may arise and be standardized for address record ranking and ordering, similar to the rules specified in [10] for host IP address selection. However, the logic or complexity of such a ranking is beyond the scope of this paper, except to specify that the ranking should be assumed by the client.
A crucial part of ICN is directing clients to nearby copies of NDOs. For iDNS to support this functionality, the address of a local content server must be included in the address set, and the address set must be properly ranked to reflect this locality by the time the response reaches the client. Thus, in iDNS we allow any node along the DNS response path to add address records or reorder the records in the set, with the understanding that DNS servers closer to the client have a better understanding of the client's environment.
Though there could be several DNS servers along the return path, in practice there are typically only two: the authoritative DNS server for the CR, and the local DNS server for the client. Thus, in iDNS we expect that the local DNS server will be largely responsible for directing clients to nearby caches. This approach has the added benefit that the local DNS server sees the address of the client itself, and is therefore able to perform finer-grained localization than the authoritative DNS servers that see only the address of the local DNS server. Multiple studies [11] , [12] have shown that this address is only useful for coarse-grained localization, and this limits the effectiveness of CDNs powered by DNS redirection.
IV. CONTENT REPLICATION
Once a client receives a CR, it uses the information in the record to fetch the NDO from the most convenient site where the NDO is cached or replicated. We divide content replicas into two forms, long-lived and cached, with the difference being that long-lived replicas can generally be relied upon to provide the content, whereas caches make no such guarantees. Caches typically provide "best-effort" reliability, given that the requested content may be available, may have been evicted, or may never have been cached before.
A. Long-Lived Content Replication
A publisher may add servers, use mirroring sites, or deploy a CDN to replicate content. In contrast to the ad-hoc methods employed by content delivery protocols today, iDNS provides integrated support for such long-lived replication of content: the publisher simply contacts the authoritative DNS server for the CR and adds an address record referring to the new server hosting that content.
The authoritative DNS server for the CR may order the addresses in a certain way, or only return a subset of the addresses, based on the address of the local DNS server issuing the request. This process is illustrated in Figure 2 , where the publisher registers the CR (step one), and then two clients using different local DNS servers query the same authoritative DNS server (step two) and receive different address-set orderings. Accordingly, they then request the same NDO from two different content servers (step three).
Distinguishing between publishing content (creating new CRs) and mirroring or serving content is important from a security standpoint. Only the owner of a prefix should be allowed to create a new CR under that prefix. However, this same restriction need not apply to parties wishing to mirror or re-host a piece of content. Content mirrors often arise out of immediate necessity [13] , and sometimes the content publisher is either unaware, cannot be contacted, or does not have the necessary resources to scale up content delivery. Thus, other parties may be allowed to append their address to an existing CR without the explicit permission of the publisher. However, as long as these parties are not allowed to change the metadata in the CR, including the object security field, clients can easily identify malicious or illegitimate content. Such a restriction can be enacted through the access-control policies mentioned in Section III-A.
B. Content Caching
Caching is an equally important part of scalable content distribution. Any DNS server on the return path may be aware of a nearby content-cache, and can direct the client to this cache by simply adding the address of the cache to the address set. This process has the potential to be most effective when performed at the local DNS server, since the local DNS server knows the address of the client itself. Figure 3 illustrates this process, where after a content cache receives an NDO (step one), the local DNS server directs the client (step two) to request the NDO from this cache (step three).
V. COMPARING IDNS WITH PRIOR ICN PROPOSALS
Having provided a technical overview of iDNS, we return to the previously stated goals and benefits of ICN with the intent of showing that iDNS achieves all of the benefits of prior ICN proposals.
A. Location-Independent Persistent Naming
iDNS ensures that content names are persistent and unique through the hierarchical nature of the DNS. It also decouples names from locations by separating the CR from its set of addresses, and maintains a namespace that is not fragmented, even when content is moved or mirrored across different content servers.
There is an ongoing debate [14] , [15] on whether content names should be drawn from hierarchical or flat name spaces. Works advocating flat names propose using a peripheral name resolution service (NRS) to translate between user-readable names and routable ones, and various proposals argue whether this NRS should be flat or hierarchical.
In this debate, iDNS does not advocate a particular approach over another: the CR provides a natural point of convergence for either approach. Though the DNS itself is hierarchical, flat name-resolution protocols exist [7] , [16] , [17] and other protocols can be designed as necessary: they must simply map a name to a CR. Moreover, the DNS itself can be adapted to a flat naming scheme, as is proposed by NetInf [4] . 4 
B. Efficient Content Distribution
A major motivation for ICN is to relieve congestion and improve content distribution through a combination of caching and nearest-replica-routing. iDNS accomplishes this goal by enabling servers along the DNS response path to change the cached address-set via the guidelines in Section III-B.
Another ongoing debate in the ICN community [5] , [18] , [19] , [20] is the effectiveness of different caching policies, such as ubiquitous caching compared to edge caching. iDNS can enable any caching policy based on the topology of intermediate DNS servers appending cache addresses.
C. Object Level Security Model
An ICN design primitive is the concept that content can come from any location in the network. Thus, the traditional security model, which focuses on securing and authenticating hosts, must be changed to authenticate and secure content instead. iDNS preserves the concept that content may come from anywhere, and accomplishes object-level security through the security field in the CR.
Compared to other ICN proposals, an advantage of iDNS is that its trust model depends only on the DNS. As long as the base CR is secured, via DNSSEC or some other protocol, then the client can easily verify that the content received is legitimate. 
D. Mobility And Disruption
iDNS provides natural support for client mobility by focusing the content-localization logic into the local DNS resolver. When nodes leave and rejoin the network, DHCP already provides them with the address of a local DNS server, and this information is all that is necessary to localize the client. The client then sends subsequent CR requests to the new local DNS server, which directs the client to nearby caches if they exist.
E. Differences With Prior ICN Work
Architecturally, iDNS differs from other ICN proposals in one key fashion: it uses two request-response pairs, one to locate the content and the other to fetch it. This approach contrasts with other ICN proposals, which typically employ a single request-response pairing. Conceptually, this separates the act of locating content from the act of distributing it, and this split enables two separate topologies to coexist: one for content-location and the other for content-distribution. This design is a key strength of iDNS, because it effectively supports "near-replica routing" without relying on large content tables or a content-routing protocol. DNS names are simply routed swiftly without any localization or fragmentation, and then the content-request itself is routed over IP. This split has another important ramification, in that it enables both steps in the system (content location and distribution) to evolve independently of each other, bridged only by the format of the CR. Hence, iDNS can support multiple different approaches to naming and caching, as well as a large suite of alternative content delivery protocols, including HTTP, DNS, BitTorrent, and Gnutella.
VI. ANALYSIS OF SCALABILITY
Supporting NDO resolution through the DNS increases the number of records in the DNS by several orders of magnitude, roughly from 10 6 to at least 10 9 [21] , [22] . Though the DNS is known to be a highly scalable distributed system, such a significant increase in scale merits further examination. In particular, we examine the scalability of two key parts of the system: the authoritative DNS servers in charge of storing and serving the records; and the local DNS servers in charge of forwarding queries, caching entries, and returning records to clients.
A. Scalability of the Authoritative DNS
By increasing the number of records served by the DNS, we implicitly increase the amount of (a) storage and (b) processing power necessary to serve these records. Additionally, if we increase the average name length (a likely assumption), we potentially incur additional DNS referrals.
1) Storage and Processing Power:
Increasing the number of records in the DNS correspondingly increases the work necessary to store and serve these records. However, it can be qualitatively argued that a comparable amount of work is already performed today by HTTP servers. Given that today's DNS resolves nothing more than a hostname, an HTTP server must manage an entire directory tree, parse the HTTP path accordingly, and return the necessary piece of content. In contrast, DNS servers must only return a corresponding CR, not the content object itself. Even today, the performance of TLD servers (e.g., com or org) shows that a particular DNS zone can support thousands of entries.
Fortunately, the DNS is a well-designed, hierarchically distributed system. This design ensures that if an organization struggles to serve or update their CRs, this inadequacy is contained to the CRs of this organization and does not slow down or create problems elsewhere in the DNS. Thus, there exists a powerful and natural motive for an organization to successfully manage the publication of their content and provision adequate resources to do so.
2) Latency and Referrals: DNS requests start at the root and descend the hierarchy as necessary. For example, with no cached information, DNS resolution for www.parc.com consists of three requests: the first to the root name-server, the second to the authoritative server for com, and the last to the authoritative server for parc. Thus, as names contain more components, they necessarily result in more requests and referrals.
This design means that the behavior of DNS, in particular referrals, depends on the structure of the content name: the same set of records may result in different behavior, depending on how their names are structured. Accordingly, to provide a meaningful analysis, we had to make assumptions about the distribution and structure of content names. In particular, we assume that the structure of content names in a DNSbased system mirrors the structure of HTTP names used today: for example, the URL www.parc.com/index.html would correspond to four iDNS zones, with the zone www being in charge of the CR for index.html. Such an assumption is safe and useful, because HTTP does not mandate the format of the path component, and the assumption enables us to draw conclusions from existing HTTP traffic.
Building on this assumption, we analyzed a large set of HTTP GETs 1 . In our analysis, we stripped out the hostname and then examined the rest of the HTTP path for the number of components. For example, a GET for parc.com/index.html would have a value of 1, whereas parc.com/videos/index.html a value of 2. Our results are shown as a histogram in Figure 4 , with a mean value of 3.9 and standard deviation of 2.89.
Notably, prior analysis of DNS traffic has shown that DNS requests and referrals are largely mitigated through local DNS caching. Jung et al [23] observe that the average DNS query results in 1.2 referrals and a latency of approximately 60ms, despite the fact that the average DNS name has 3.3 components. These results are encouraging, because they illustrate the effectiveness of caching in improving DNS performance.
Based on the above results, we believe that caching and other optimizations used for host-name resolution with the DNS will be equally successful when extended to content objects. When deployed at a large scale, we expect the average name to consist of ∼ 6.8 components, and to result in ∼ 2.4 referrals and an average latency of ∼ 100ms, all of which are acceptable values.
B. Scalability at the Local DNS Server
iDNS increases the work required by the local DNS server, because it must direct clients to nearby content-caches. In its simplest form, redirection is accomplished by appending an address to the address set of each DNS response. This operation, which must happen for each request/response pair, constitutes less work than a transparent cache carries out today when it inspects HTTP headers. More complex schemes for cache load balancing may evolve, but such schemes represent a fundamental tradeoff between additional complexity at the local DNS server or decreased efficiency at the content cache. This tradeoff is important to highlight, because such a tradeoff can only be examined and optimized for a particular local topology and set of hardware, yet we show that iDNS provides support for such optimizations.
Given that local DNS servers often cache records to improve DNS performance, increasing the number of DNS records can have an adverse affect on the local cache. However, multiple studies [23] , [24] indicate that the DNS cache size is not a limiting factor on performance, because the distribution of DNS objects is Zipf, and the individual record objects are quite small. In fact, DNS objects are so small that the common DNS caching utility dnscache provides a default cache size of 1MB and a maximum cache size of 16MB! Thus, there is ample room for DNS caching to expand by several orders of magnitude before an impact on performance is felt.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL DEPLOYMENT
To explore a common deployment scenario, we built a prototype iDNS system that employs hierarchical CCN-style naming, edge-caching through local DNS servers, and HTTP for content delivery. We wrote a simple iDNS client, local DNS resolver, and content cache in Java, and deployed the code (approximately 2000 lines, of which only 200 are unique to iDNS) across three servers and four clients at PARC configured in the topology shown in Figure 5 . Both subnets use the same local DNS server, which directs clients to their closest cache based on their address; the primary difference between the two subnets is that the cache in Subnet 1 is directly along the network-path from the clients to the Internet, whereas this is not the case for Subnet 2. To avoid changing the authoritative DNS server, we elected to encode CRs as a TXT record starting with "CR:".
A. Name Format Translation
We start with a hierarchical content name (e.g., /parc/ csl/papers/idns.pdf), which is translated to a DNS-resolvable name through a simple algorithm: First, reverse the order of all names broken by the / character to create the string idns.pdf/papers/csl/parc/. Next, swap each / character for a ., and each . for a /, to create the valid 2 DNS name idns/pdf.papers.csl.parc. This simple translation is one-to-one and reversible, which allows the DNS name to later be reconstructed into the original hierarchical content name.
To support HTTP, we define a hostname length number (HLN) to be included with the CR. The HLN is used to translate the content name from DNS to HTTP; this is necessary, given that HTTP URLs contain two hierarchical components, 6 Cache Policy None Transparent iDNS Client Latency μ = 45ms μ = 26ms μ = 29ms σ = 5.03ms σ = 2.71ms σ = 3.45ms
Cache Latency N/A μ = 52ms μ = 61ms/32ms σ = 4.47ms σ = 4.67ms/2.94ms 
B. Latency Results
We hosted a 456KB copy of this paper on a server at UCSC, and created a CR naming it as edu/ucsc/soe/ccrg/idns.pdf. We then had each client in our test topology request the file 10 times, using three different caching schemes: first without caching, second only using transparent caching along the network path, and third using iDNS cache location to explicitly address the same cache.
The first row of Table I shows the average latency (μ) and variance (σ) of the HTTP transfer, as perceived by the end client. As expected, these results show that a cache-hit reduces latency as compared to fetching the object from the origin; however, they also show that there is minimal performance difference between transparent in-line caching and our method, which directly addresses the cache itself and includes the origin addresses as an HTTP header option. This result is important to our design because it enables clients to take advantage of caches existing outside of the direct networklayer path to the server.
The second row contains the average time needed to populate the cache itself the first time the file is requested. When requesting a file from the origin, iDNS exhibits slightly more overhead compared to transparent caching (61ms to 52ms); this overhead is the natural result of coordinating two separate HTTP requests as opposed to simply sniffing and copying data. However, the second entry under iDNS (32ms) shows an interesting observed behavior: the first time an iDNS cache requests the file, it must be served from the origin server at UCSC, yet when the second cache requests the same file, it can locate and request it directly from the first iDNS cache. This behavior results in lower latency as well as distributing the load off the origin server.
VIII. CONCLUSION
iDNS is an evolutionary step towards development and deployment of ICN architectures. We show that iDNS maintains compatibility with existing approaches to routing and contentdelivery, and requires only minor changes to end clients. This compatibility means that iDNS can be deployed today, yet it can be extended to support future developments (e.g., content routing and content security) in other ICN architectures as they mature. Our analysis of DNS and HTTP shows that iDNS can be deployed at Internet scale, and our prototype deployment shows that iDNS achieves the benefits of ICN without incurring any significant processing or control overhead.
